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Abstract
Albeit fire detection systems in tunnels moved out of the focus of the
public view because there has been no more serious tunnel incident in
the last few years, there is still an ongoing investigation on detection
systems and test scenarios, as fires continue to be a high risk in road,
rail and metro tunnels.
This paper presents the results of a series of tests on tunnel fire
detection systems based on line-type heat detectors conducted in the
Swiss VSH test facilities.
Keywords: fire detection systems in tunnels, fire tests, line type heat
detectors, influence of wind speed.
Fire detection systems in the test
Ten different line-type heat detector systems with several function
principles have been compared:
D1 ... D4

Integrating (pneumatic) type line-type heat detector
SecuriSens ADW 535 with several types of sensing
elements,

D5, D6

Multipoint line-type heat detector (temperature sensor
cables) LIST and d-LIST with several sensor spacing,

D7, D8

Integrating (electrical resistance - analogue) type line-type
heat detector with several types of sensing elements,

D9

Non-resettable line-type heat detector ("digital" system) with
a detection temperature of 68 °C,

D10

Fibre optic line-type heat detector.

One aim of the tests was the Certification of several systems under
several Standards. The tests have been supervised by a external
engineer and were reported to the Certification bodies. Every system
had the alarm setting according to the manufacturer’s documentation.

Test site
The tests have been performed in a section (see figure 1) of the VSH
test gallery (Versuchsstollen Hagerbach, CH 8893 Flums Hochwiese
(SG); referred to as „VSH“). Table 1 lists the properties of this section.
The test section is part of an approximately 200 m long tunnel. The
outer end of the test tunnel goes directly to the outside. The inner end is
connected to the complex VSH tunnel system.

Figure 1.

Tunnel section used for fire tests.

The test section has a positive slope of approx. 4% in direction of the
open end. During the tests constant air flow velocities have been
realized using jet fans behind the inner end of the test tunnel. The air
flow was in direction of the open end.
Table 1: VSH tunnel section used for the tests.
Attribute
Length
Test section
Width
Height (at tunnel crown)
Slope

Value
212 m
~100 m
9.3 m
6.1 m
~4 %

In the tunnel section used for the tests there was a more or less
constant air temperature of 17 to 19 °C all the time (except the shortterm heating during the test fires).

Figure 2.

Detailed view of the line type heat detectors in the tunnel.

The different fire detection systems had been installed in parallel at the
highest part of the tunnel crown along the length of the test section
(~100 m). The various line type heat detectors had been fixed to
stainless steel ropes, which had been installed under tension and fixed
to the ceiling before.
Measurements during the tests
During the tests the test section has been ventilated with an air flow as
uniform as possible. The air flow velocity has been measured and
logged at four different positions (pitot tube, manufacturer: Schiltknecht,
Type: TMS; see Figure 3).

Figure 3.

Position of the air flow velocity measuring points in the
tunnel.

Figure 4.

Example for a 1.5 m/s test of air flow velocity measurement.

Along the sensor lines of the fire detection systems in addition
temperature sensors had been installed (mantle thermocouples K-type,
manufacturer: Moser TMT AG, Type: TCMT-FM-M-X). The position and
designation of the measuring points is given in Table 2.
Table 2. Position and designation of the temperature measuring points:
Designation

TM1

TM2

TM3

Position

-20 m

-10 m

0m

TM4

TM5

TM6

TM7

+10 m +20 m +30 m +40 m

Fire test scenarios
In detail the following tests have been executed (see [1] and [2]):
-

3 test fire according Korean Fire Institute KFI (1.5 MW, 3 m/s) for
certification of systems in Korea,
2 x RVS test fire (test fire for approval of linear heat detectors in
Austrian tunnels; 1.5 MW, 1.5 m/s),
1 x TF6 test fire according to EN54-22,
5 x CN test fire (test fire for approval of linear heat detectors in
tunnels in China; < 1 MW; 1.5 m/s); 3 of these fires have been
executed with a reduced surface.

These test fires correspond with the heat release rate HRR of a small
passenger car (see [3] and [4]). The position of the test fires within the
test section is defined as position 0 m. In air flow direction this position
is 30 m downstream of the beginning of the test section and 70 m
upstream of the end of the test section.

Performance of detection (Summary)
Table 3. Summary of Fire Detection time of the systems D1 – D10.
Test Wind Tmax D1: ADW D2: ADW D3: ADW D4: ADW D5:
[m/s] [°C] 535 - 105 535 - 115 535 - 200 535 - 150 LIST
m Teflon m Cu
m Cu
m Teflon
TF6
RVS
CN
RVS
CN
CN
CN
KFI
KFI

0
1,5
1,5
1,5
1,5
1,5
1,5
3
3

26
33,4
29,7
46,2
38,4
33,5
35,1
33,6
44,3

05:34
02:57
01:02
00:58
00:51
00:47
00:49
00:45
00:53
00:52
01:04
00:59
01:01
00:56
00:53
00:40
00:47
00:47
Detection on time

02:50
04:22
00:58
01:03
00:48
00:51
00:45
00:50
00:54
00:57
01:02
01:06
01:00
01:03
00:53 inaktiv
00:46
00:44
Detection

02:41
01:18
01:18
01:01
01:19
01:25
01:22
00:48
00:47

D6:
D7:
D8:
D9:
d-LIST Analog Analog Fiber
black blue
optic
150 m 300 m system
01:45 kA
kA
kA
01:23 kA
kA
kA
00:58 kA
kA
kA
00:38 02:30 01:26 02:46
01:06 kA
01:19 kA
01:07 kA
kA
kA
01:12 kA
kA
kA
01:17 kA
kA
kA
01:08 kA
kA
kA
no detection

D10:
Digital
cable
kA
kA
kA
kA
kA
kA
kA
kA
kA

Pneumatic Systems ADW 535
The systems ADW 535 (systems D1 to D4) showed in all performed
tests fire detection within the given limits of the individual tests. Only the
test fire “TF6” with very low energy related to road tunnels resulted in
detection after the given limits for the ADW 535 systems equipped with
Teflon tubes. It should be commented that the “TF6” test fire was
executed in accordance to the EN 54 standards. Those tests normally
are performed in fire test laboratories.
The fire detection of the ADW 535 systems equipped with copper tubes
was compared to the Teflon tube systems slightly faster. Although the
systems ADW 535 used sensing tubes with different length
(115 m / 200 m copper tube and 105 m / 150 m Teflon tube,
respectively) no significant differences in the delay between start of the
test and detection for the pairs of identical materials could be observed.
The tests 6 and 7 with the “KFI” test fires have been passed
successfully by the systems ADW 535. The fire detection has been
within the given limits.
Multipoint Systems LIST und d List
The systems LIST and d-LIST (systems D5 and D6) showed fire
detection in all tests. This detection, however, was not always within the
given time limits.
The tests 2 and 4 with the “RVS” test fires have been passed
successfully by the systems LIST and d-LIST. The fire detection has
been within the given limits.
The tests 6 and 7 with the “KFI” test fires have been passed
successfully by the systems LIST. The fire detection has been within
the given limits.

Other systems
The system „Analogue cable Heavy Duty“ (System D7) showed a fire
detection only in one of the tests. Compared to the products of the
customer, this detection was significantly delayed and outside of the
time limits. The system „Analogue cable Standard“ (System D8)
showed a fire detection only in two of the tests. Compared to the
products of the customer, this detection was delayed and outside of the
time limits in one case.
The system “Digital cable” (system D9) did not show any fire detection
in the tests. It should be remarked that the threshold temperature of
68°C according to the specification was not reached in the tests. The
system „Fiberoptic system“ (system D10) showed a fire detection only
in one of the tests. Compared to the products of the customer, this
detection was significantly delayed and outside of the time limits.
Comment on maximum temperatures
In none of the tests scenarios the temperature below the ceiling in the
height of the sensor cables has exceeded 46°C (see Table 3). So fire
detection can only be done by rate of rise detection. The fire scenarios
used in this tests are designed to detect a typically small car fire with a
typically amount of wind speed in the tunnel.
Other investigations showed that maximum temperature detectors can
only be used if there are fire scenarios with heat release rates of 10 MW
and more are chosen (see e.g. [5])
Influence of wind speed on localization - fire test with no wind
The extensive amount of data has also been analyzed in another
sense: The influence of the wind speed on the temperature distribution
in the longitudinal axis. Even if there are nowadays means to calculate
this effects (e.g. with CFD) there might be interesting findings as the
heat transfer is a complex combination of convection and radiation
(conduction can be neglect in this situation).
It was no surprise that for the test fire with no wind the temperature
distribution was at the measuring point TM2 and TM4 (-/+ 10 m) almost
symmetrical (see figure 5).

Figure 5.

Temperature vs distance to test fire – wind speed 0 m/s.

Figure 6.

Temperature vs distance to test fire – RVS Test - wind
speed 1.5 m/s.

Comment on temperature distribution (see figure 6):
• We see a temperature distribution in direction of the wind,
• The temperature sensor above the test fire (position TM 2 – 0 m)
sees only very few rise of temperature,
• From Figure 7 we see that there is a delay of about 10 sec from
TM 4 to TM 5 ( 1 m/s) that is 66 % of the wind speed.

10 sec

Figure 7. Temperature vs time – RVS-Test - wind speed 1.5 m/s.

Figure 8.

Temperature vs distance to test fire – KFI-Test - wind
speed 3 m/s.

Comment on the temperature distribution:
• The temperature distribution in Figure 8 is even more extended in
the direction of the wind than with 1.5 m/s.
• Because the test fire with 3 m/s was different from the test fire with
1.5 m/s we cannot compare the tests in case of cooling effect of the
fire plume with higher wind speeds and if there is a compensation
by increasing the HRR by the wind.

~5 sec

Figure 9:

Temperature vs time – KFI Test - with wind sped 3 m/s.

Comment on temperature distribution:
• We see a faster temperature distribution (Figure 9) in direction of
the wind of about 2 m/s.
Conclusion
• The Localization information could be misleading – important if
extinguishing and/or ventilation systems triggered by the fire
detector.
You have to calculate a tolerance of about +/- 20 m or
you have to integrate the wind speed into the calculations.
• For fire scenarios with a HRR in the range of a small passenger car
only Line Type Heat detector with rate of rise detection can be
used.
• Pneumatic system and Multipoint systems are the fastest LTHD in
case of detection speed.
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